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“As a person lives life, 
one’s narrative begins to 
etch meanings on a 
particular space, causing it 
to become a place”

–Eric O. Jacobsen





5 Elements 



Paths
Routes along which people move throughout space



Also Paths



Edges Boundaries and breaks in continuity



Districts
Areas defined by common characteristics



Nodes
Strategic focus points for 
people to meet and gather



Landmarks
External points of 
orientation, usually an 
easily identifiable physical 
object in the landscape.



Practice Identifying Elements



Legend
• Paths: Dashed red lines   

• Edges: Solid blue lines  

• Landmarks: Pink stars

• Nodes: Green Circles

• Districts: Hashed yellow areas



Additional 
Tips for 
Memory 
Mapping

Don’t worry about accuracy—draw your 
perception or what you can remember

Don’t worry about drawing every detail—
start with what comes to mind easily and 
blank spaces are ok

Paths can be Edges: Although be 
conscious of mode of interaction 

Landmarks can be nodes if people 
congregate there



Using 
Memory 
Mapping with 
a community 
group

Lake Sunapee Region Chamber of 
Commerce Board Retreat

• Visitor economy is key to the region but 
there is no formal DMO,

• We wanted the participants to consider 
their experience of the region--

• how they “image” it, move through it, 
make meanings from it

… to inform planning for visitors.



Who Creates 
an 

Experience?

upon which the person reflects 
and creates new meaning.

Anatomy of an experience:

A person 
engages in an 

activity, 

within a 
context,

which 
generates a 

reaction,

which burns 
a memory,







Discussion 
Questions

What element did you start with 
(path, landmark, edge)?

What insights did you have 
about the region?

What were the dead spaces? 
Where didn’t you draw or what 
was left blank?



LANDMARKS WHAT DID YOU NOTICE? INSIGHTS



Our conception of  places and how we interact with them changes.



The Basics: 
What do you 
need?

Sets of colored pencils for each participant 
that include 5 colors. A pencil sharpener

11 x 14 paper for map making

Painter’s tape to hang the drawings

2 easels with notepads and markers

90 minutes for presentation, activity, 
discussion



The Image of the City 
by Kevin Lynch

https://www.amazon.com/Image-Harvard-Mit-Joint-Center-
Studies/dp/0262620014

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FImage-Harvard-Mit-Joint-Center-Studies%2Fdp%2F0262620014&data=02%7C01%7CPenelope.Whitman%40unh.edu%7C223e7a5e54d74d6697e208d804001ab6%7Cd6241893512d46dc8d2bbe47e25f5666%7C0%7C0%7C637263745923588629&sdata=v0%2BB1Rr3cGzfCV5xMiKJx7xyTB74GjLANxJK7E3cYdQ%3D&reserved=0
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